We are excited to show you our recently completed deep-green 72,000 GSF Class
A+ office and retail project, Watershed. This Living Building Pilot project goes
beyond any of our firm’s previous projects to show how new developments can be a
regenerative force to stressed natural systems. Furthermore, it incorporates art,
beauty, on-site water capture, and dramatic energy reduction while enhancing its
community in the Fremont neighborhood.
We can't wait to share this building in person through tours and site visits, however
the current state of the world won’t allow that for quite some time. Additionally,
several of the tenant spaces are under construction.
But here’s the good news: You can tour Watershed virtually!
For the Virtual 2020 Living Future unconference, we transitioned from an in-person
tour of the project to a guided virtual tour. In just 15 minutes, you can sip your
morning coffee and learn all about this project’s innovative features from the comfort
of your home.
Take the Tour

[SURVEY] Creativity & Collaboration During COVID-19
In a matter of months, we’ve all had to adapt to a virtual workplace. How has this
impacted creativity and collaboration? WT Marketing Director Erin Hatch has
assembled a survey that seeks to address this question for an industry research
project. How has your team adapted? Have you felt more or less creative while
working from home?
Share your thoughts and you’ll receive the results of the study, and be entered for the
chance to win a $50 Amazon gift card.
Start the survey

WT in the news
Architecture firms marshal resources to supply health workers with face shields
- Daily Journal of Commerce
NEXUS modern home in Downtown Seattle - Dwell Magazine
A look at the Kirkland Urban mixed-use development - City Lifestyle Seattle
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